Common Rail Removal and Refit Tools
Diesel Point will ensure that your business can easily get involved in the service
of diesel engines. Specific Delphi tools will make this a simple task.

The Diesel Point diagnostic package is the first step in ensuring your business
can quickly identify any fuel injection problems on any modern diesel vehicle.
However, with the faulty component identified you now need to complete the
service on the vehicle to develop valuable revenue for your business.

Generic Tool Kit

YDT200

Renault K9 Kit

YDT201

Ford Lynx Kit

YDT202

» Specialised Tool Kits

Ford Puma Kit

YDT209

Kia / Hyundai Kit

YDT230

PSA DV4 Kit

YDT250

Ssangyong Kit

YDT329

The Diesel Point tool kits will allow you to remove the faulty unit on Delphi
Common Rail systems and refit a new or repaired component as quickly as
possible. This ensures the minimum wait for your customer and, of course,
faster vehicle turn around for your business.
Delphi has developed a range of specific tool kits for Delphi Common Rail
systems to ensure that removal and refit of these main system components
is an easy and rapid process.
Each tool kit is specifically designed by Delphi Diesel for OE application.
The kits are competitively priced to ensure return on investment is as rapid as
your new removal and refit process.
Your Technical Partner will be able to advise your exact requirements and
supply the tool kits you need to support your diesel business.
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For more information visit: www.dieselaftermarket.delphi.com
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